The search for ultra hard materials is inevitable in high pressure device applications.
Introduction
The search for excellent mechanical properties such as high hardness and strength of a material has drawn the attention of researchers towards ultrahard and superhard materials like diamond and cubic boron nitride. 1 However, due to their own limitations, new materials such as nitrides, oxides, and borides with properties comparable to those of diamonds [2] [3] [4] [5] are being searched for better replacements. Exploration of pernitrides began after many experimental and theoretical attempts in search of nitrogen rich stoichiometries. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] A series of transition metal pernitrides (Mn 2 , Ta 2 , Nb 2 , V 2 , Zr 2 , and Hf 2 ,) were predicted using combined firstprinciples calculations and global structure search method. Recently, Alkhaldi and Kroll
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considered chemical potential change of molecular nitrogen in their first-principles calculations and they further derived pressure-temperature phase diagrams for guiding experimental synthesis as well as predicting the formation of nitrogen rich stoichiometries under high pressure and temperature. The quest for nitrogen rich materials is still considered as an important motif among material scientists due to their interesting chemical properties and possibility of being environmental friendly high density material following which researches have proposed various experimental and conceptual strategies for having nitrogen rich compounds, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] including stable nitrides with electro-positive elements at high pressure.
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Several group-14 nitrides of the stoichiometry M 3 N 4 , where M replaces the group-14 elements, have been widely investigated for its mechanical properties both experimentally and theoretically. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] The high stability and easy release of molecular N 2 makes the synthesis of nitrogen-rich stoichiometries such as C 3 N 4 and C 11 N 4 challenging. 39 Weihrich et al. 40 provided a hypothetical pyrite type structure for CN 2 , iso-electronic to SiP 2 41 and proposed that the formation of CN 2 does not involve the breakage of strong N-N bond of N 2 compared to the formation of other CN x compounds. The realization of the pyrite structure allows building a three-dimensional network of C-N bonds without changing the strong N-N bonding.
Limited studies have been done on group 14 elemental pernitride stoichiometry MN 2 (M=Si, Ge, Sn) in pyrite structure. 
Computational Details
The ambient and high pressure structural, electronic, mechanical and vibrational properties of MN 2 were studied using density-functional theory (DFT) based on first-principles calculations. 50 Structural optimization and total energy calculations were carried out using Quantum Espresso, 51 which implements DFT to solve Kohn-Sham equations. We used both local density approximations (LDA) 52 and generalized gradient approximations (GGA) 53 to treat the exchange-correlation functional for determining the structural, electronic and mechanical properties of MN 2 at ambient condition. Analyzing the degree of closeness of the calculated structural parameters with experimental values, and previous theoretical studies showed that the structural and mechanical properties of pyrite group-14 pernitrides are better estimated by LDA, whereas GGA provides better estimates of electronic band gaps.
Hence, for high pressure studies, we used LDA for mechanical properties and GGA for electronic band structure and phonon dispersion calculations. The core electrons of all atoms were treated using norm-conserving pseudopotential under Martins-Troullier method. 54 To expand the one electron orbital and electronic charge density, plane wave basis sets were used with kinetic energy cutoff set to 150Ry for all considered systems. Brillouin zone integration was performed over 6 × 6 × 6 k-point grid generated under Monkhorst-pack scheme. 55 To achieve the total energy convergence for the considered geometries, the forces on atoms were set to a threshold value of 0.0001 Ry. To calculate the elastic constants and elastic moduli, the geometry of considered systems at each pressure was deformed with the maximum absolute value of Lagrangian strain set to 0.15 producing 11 distorted structures with the deformation type implemented in Elastic -The exciting code. 56 For each deformed structure, internal degrees of freedom were optimized and the total energy was evaluated using Quantum Espresso package. 51 The energy-strain curve thus obtained was polynomial fitted to obtain the second derivative of energy with respect to Lagrangian strain at equilibrium.
The coefficient of the quadratic term of a best-fitted polynomial can be expressed as a linear combination second-order elastic constants. With such procedure, each deformed structure yields a set of linear equations, which were solved using linear square fit to get second order elastic constants. Elastic moduli were calculated using the Voigt and Reuss approach. Since
Voigt and Reuss elastic moduli were shown to be strict upper and lower bound respectively, we calculated the Hill averaged values of elastic moduli of considered systems. The lattice dynamical properties were calculated using density-functional perturbation theory (DFPT).
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Phonon frequencies were obtained by Fourier transform of dynamical matrix on 6×6×6 grid of q points. Raman activity of phonon modes were determined implementing the second order response method.
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Results and Discussion
Structural Properties
Pyrite structures with nitrogen stoichiometry AN 2 (A = Si, Ge, Sn) have 'A' atom residing at the centre of octahedral formed by six nitrogen atoms. A recent experimental study reports the crystal structure of these pernitrides synthesized at 60 GPa pressure through a direct chemical reaction between group-14 elements and N 2 . 45 Prior to high pressure study, we re-investigated the crystal structure of SiN 2 , GeN 2 and SnN 2 in pyrite structure to support the experimental findings as well as for exploring their high pressure behaviour. We initially performed structural relaxation of SiN 2 , GeN 2 and SnN 2 in pyrite structure, and the optimized lattice parameter, bond lengths and bond angles are presented in Table. 1 along with available experimental 45 and theoretical data. 40, 42 Both LDA and GGA functionals were tested for calculations and are compared with the available results wherever applicable. It is evident from the calculated percentage error that GGA functional yields better agreement of the lattice parameter with experimental data. 45 The larger equilibrium lattice constant for studied unit cell is expected from GGA calculations, since during the interaction of valence electron with pseudo core, the later push away the valence electron when GGA functional is used 59 thereby making the solid softer with large lattice constant and small bulk modulus (as evident from below discussion) than that obtained using LDA. A similar tendency of LDA and GGA have also been observed in previous studies of pernitrides.
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However, the close agreement between our calculated and experimental results are sufficient enough to estimate the mechanical and vibrational properties of AN 2 and understand their behaviour at high pressure. Since the ionic radius increases in the order Si < Ge < Sn, the calculated lattice parameters increases in the order of SiN 2 < GeN 2 < SnN 2 consistent with the recent experimental result. 45 However, since Niwa et al. 45 were unable to refine crys- 
Mechanical Properties
Investigating mechanical properties of SiN 2 , GeN 2 and SnN 2 are done by calculating the second order elastic constants, which are important in the industrial applications and also regarding as mechanical stability criteria. Prior to evaluation of elastic constants for determining its mechanical properties, we test the validity of two functionals in deforming the crystal. Fig. 2 shows the change in the volume of GeN 2 with pressure. It is calculated using both LDA and GGA and compared with the experimental data. (M = Si, Ge and Sn) calculated using LDA follows the experimental observations, whereas, the GGA underestimates the unit cell volume at high pressure. 
Vibrational Properties
Being nonmetals, MN 2 can be easily characterized by their vibrational properties. To confirm the dynamical stability of our studied structures, we calculated phonon dispersion curves of The high frequency region are mainly due to the vibration of nitrogen atoms, which includes the stretching vibrations of nitrogen dimers. We further calculated the Raman spectrum using our first-principles simulation and compared with the experimental measurements and revealed the unobserved Raman bands in the experimental measurements. The allowed Raman active modes are Γ = A g + E g + 3T g . Fig. 6 presents the Raman spectra of MN 2 at different pressure. We observed more than one distinct Raman peaks for all the nitrides, which were not observed in the recent experimental study. 45 We propose that the relative intensity of low frequency E g modes are too low, hence these peaks might got suppressed in the experimental study. The state of nitrogen dimer can be inferred from the Raman At higher pressures, A g and T g modes of SiN 2 hardens in such a way that their frequency difference is noticeable and will appear distinctly at high pressure Raman measurements.
Electronic Properties
To give insight into the electronic properties of group-14 nitrides, we calculated the electronic band structure of MN 2 at ambient and high pressure conditions. The electronic band gap of pyrite SnN 2 is unknown to the best of our knowledge. Though DFT calculations fail to produce accurate band gap using LDA and GGA as they cannot describe the exchange > GeN 2 > SnN 2 and this trend can be attributed to increasing bond distance ( Fig. 1(b) ), which results in lower orbital overlap thereby increasing the band gap. The calculated band gap of pyrite SiN 2 and GeN 2 are lower than that of proposed orthorhombic SiN 2 and GeN 2 .
Further, we studied the electronic band gap of these compounds at high pressures as these pernitrides are foreseen in high-pressure device applications. Electronic band structure of MN 2 at different pressures are presented in Fig. 7 . When subjected to external pressure, the electronic band gap of MN 2 increases with pressure, however, no indirect-direct band gap transition is observed in the considered pressure range nor any significant shift is observed in the position of VBM and CBM.
Conclusions
In this work, we explored the structural, electronic, mechanical and vibrational behaviour of recently synthesized SiN 2 , GeN 2 and SnN 2 at ambient and high pressure conditions. To provide better estimates for all studied properties, we have performed the structural calculations at ambient and high pressure condition using both LDA and GGA. At ambient condition, structural parameters calculated using GGA agrees well with the experimental data. 45 However, when checked for the high pressure compressibility behaviour of considered 
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